INDUSTRY NEWS

Purchasing impression material in bulk from your supplier? No reason to change because everything is working fine? What if you could buy a premium product, shipped directly from the manufacturer? This can be achieved with Kettenbach, according to the company provides high-quality performing materials that will reduce the number of retakes because accuracy is achieved the first time.

One-take impression material can save time, material, costs

By Kettenbach Staff

Purchasing impression material in bulk from your supplier? No reason to change because everything is working fine? What if you could buy a premium product, shipped directly from the manufacturer?

This can be achieved with Kettenbach, according to the company provides high-quality performing materials that will reduce the number of retakes because accuracy is achieved the first time.

Impressions done in one take use less material and cost less. To enjoy the Kettenbach “Advantage, performance and price, sold direct to you,” call (877) 532-2123 to save hundreds or maybe even thousands on your annual purchases.

About Kettenbach
Kettenbach LP is based in Huntington Beach, Calif., and is the exclusive U.S. distributor for Kettenbach GmbH & Co. KG, based in Eschenburg, Germany. Founded in 1944, the company is a leading international producer of impression materials for dental use and is also known in other surgical areas of medicine.

For more information about Kettenbach LP products, you can call (877) KEBIA-123 or visit www.kettenbach.com.